Start Fresh

With An Orthodontic Reset

Renaissance works hard to provide unprecedented levels of service and satisfaction for your clients, including
developing unique solutions like our Orthodontic Maximum Reset which allows your clients to continue enjoying
the many benefits of maintaining a healthy smile.
Here’s How It Works:
When a group employer selects
Renaissance, members will receive
the benefits of a fresh start with a
New Orthodontic Maximum.*
If a new orthodontia claim is submitted
the full maximum is available and
coverage is processed normally–even if
they had orthodontic treatment in
the past!
If orthodontia treatment is in process,
the full maximum is still available, but
the plan will pay either the remaining
treatment months or the remaining
maximum, whichever comes first.
The Orthodontic Reset helps ensure
members get the coverage they need,
regardless of the coverage they have
received from a previous carrier.

Example Savings
Let's say Renaissance receives an orthodontia in process claim with
5 months of remaining payments:
• Total bill of
$6,000

• Initial fee
(30%): $1,800

• Balance of
$4,200

We will process the claim as a standard orthodontia claim and consider the
remaining 5 months of payments. The balance ($4,200) is divided by the
total treatment months (25) for a monthly fee:

$4,200 ÷ 25 = $168
The plan then pays its percentage of the claim each month:
Orthodontic
Plan Coverage
(50%)

Monthly Fee

$168

x

0.5

Renaissance
Payment/
Month

=

$84

Remaining
Months

x

Renaissance
Payment

=

5

$420

The best part? Because of the Orthodontic Reset, the
member still has $1,080 available from the $1,500 lifetime
maximum if additional orthodontic treatment is needed!

Learn How Your Clients Can Start Fresh By Contacting Your Local
Renaissance Sales Representative Or Call 888-358-9484

*Subscribers who were previously enrolled in a Renaissance group dental plan will have any orthodontic coverage counted as part of their lifetime maximum from
any prior plan coverage that was previously administered through Renaissance.
Underwritten by Renaissance Life & Health Insurance Company of America, Indianapolis, IN, and in New York by Renaissance Life & Health Insurance Company of New York, Binghamton,
NY. Both companies can be reached at PO Box 1596, Indianapolis, IN 46206
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